Saturn vue electrical problems

It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. February edited January in Saturn. Recentley I
have noticed that my security light has been blinking hysterically along with my interior lights
when I open my doors and also the dash lights. I was just curious if anyone else has had this
issue and is it easy to fix on my own or should I just take it in to the dealership??? February
Does your model have the remote locking option? If you locked your vehicle with the remote
switch, then opened it with a key, the security system might be triggered. Try locking it, then
unlocking it with the remote. Then try manually locking and opening with the key. This might
solve the problem. May I bought it brand new in March last year. Right now it has just over 18,
miles. The other morning I went out to go camping and the thing was dead. I got it jumped and
went to the camp site. I know this is what caused the battery to die. No big deal About three
months ago I was turning up the radio volume from the steering wheel control. I hit the up
button I hit the down button I then banged my fist on the steering wheel outer ring right
alongside the controls and hit the button again Also the heated seat buttons are acting up,and
then the child window lock button doesn't work either. I heard a lot about Saturn having all sorts
of electrical problems with many of their lines. Just a shame I didn't hear it a year ago. So
Tuesday I'm going back to the Dealer and telling them of my newest problem. And I am going to
tell them they better give me a brand new battery as well. This will be the second trip there
under a month and a half. While waiting for it I was listening to the other peoples finding
problems and there was 6 others different make cars that were having the same problem
Anyone hear of a huge electrical problem with Saturn? Thanks estrtbndfan. June I have a with
only 25K miles and its been acting up lately too. First I noticed the parking break sort of freaking
out every once in a while when I would come to the first stop after staring out somewhere. Then
it would stop dinging and flashing at me and it wouldn't happen again for a while. Next, the CD
player started rejecting CD's - again, just random times and if I kept messing with it, it would
eventually work. Today was the kicker though the tow truck is on the way as I type , I was
parked on a hill and used the parking break and when I drove away, with the PB off, the dinger
and lights for it would not go off. Just kept screaming at me that the PB was on when it wasn't. I
tried several times to set and release the break but nothing changed. Then I went to get gas and
filled the tank - and sat there in the parking lot for a while trying to decide if I should drive it
home or not. Half way home, the lights came on - not the day time runners, but the ones that
come on automatically at night. I called the dealership right away and they said that I shouldn't
drive it anymore and they were sending a tow truck. Oy vey Good luck with yours! I have a VUE
with the same "radio volume on steering wheel issue" as you. I brought it back to the dealer.
They replaced the switch on the steering wheel. It's now a few weeks later and the same
problem is back. Need to bring it back to the dealer again. Also, has anyone noticed that if you
listen to AM for a while, then change back to FM, the FM volume is low if it is set around 35 for
example, it will sound as if it is set at 15? This has happened a few times. If I turn the radio off
when this happens, then back on, the volume is where it should be. Other than the radio, they
had replaced the middle console compartment, since the storage door would stick. Hopfully
that's it for me. Good luck with those issues. Hopfully, Saturn has found the real fix for your
electrical problems. August What wound up being the fix for your lighting problems? The same
thing is going on with my daughter's Saturn Vue. We have taken it to a few local mechanics in
the area. They are all saying that the problem is in the computer. I think that those of us who are
going through this need to contact Saturn because this is a bigger problem than thought to be. I
thought it was something that my daughter had done. Her two children ride in this vehicle with
her and I believe it is dangerous. Her steering wheel gets difficult to turn also at times. The gas
hand goes from full to empty and vice versa. The locks continuously are locking and unlocking.
There are times that we have to unlock the vehicle manually from inside to get out. I don't know
who we all need to contact but it seems there should be a recall if several people are having this
problem. We have even been told that eventually the Vue will shut down and we won't be able to
drive it. Any suggestions out there??? We need help!!!! September I don't know if you ever got
your problem repaired. My daughter's Vue is at Fuller Chevrolet in our little town. The BCM is
what is having to be replaced. Is your steering also hard at times? November The '04 VUE that
my wife drives is having some very confusing electrical problems. I was mid-way through
installing a trailer hitch and stopped work so she could use the car to run errands. The car
wouldn't start--there were only rapid clicking noises. Thinking that the battery might be dead, I
tried jumpstarting to no avail. I checked several of the fuses and none seem to be blown. While
installing the trailer hitch, I clipped and exposed some wires in the trunk for the wiring harness,
and maybe they shorted to something, but I can't see how it could destroy the whole electrical
system. I've re-attached the wires but nothing changed. What's happening? December I had the

same locking and unlocking issues on my five speed manual transmissioned VUE. Lights would
flash and it acted like it was possessed. I drove it to the Saturn Dealer and they replaced the
main ECM and that was the last of that problem. The dealer did a great job of diagnosing the
problem and fixing it. Hi All Yesterday I was 95 miles from home and I had a transmission leak
from the filter. I lost 3 qts of oil. I replaced the filter and put 3 qts back. The reason I looked
under the hood was 2 fold. I kept stalling at my destination and the ABS light was on. The
engine would stall only if I applied the brake pedal. Six hrs later in panic mode ,having to drive
85 miles back home I found 1 solution. Remove fuse from brake and I made it home. If I but the
fuse back in and press the brake pedal the engine will die. Okay my transmission was soaked
with oil. I cleaned off all oil. I checked the wiring harness and it was clean. If I look at wiring
diagram it shows Brake transmission safety interlock ,Brake sense switch and stop light switch
all in series. Could one of these be my problem? Another thing when I step on brake pedal the
dash board left and right signals light up dimly. Please let me know what you think. January A
couple of months ago I took my Vue in because the interior lights came on and would not go off.
After two trips to the shop they could not find out what was going on - in fact they could not get
it to happen while it was there. This week we had a big storm and all of the interior lights came
on and the doors unlocked on their own. I brought it in and it was determined that the sunroof
drain was completely clogged and the water was instead draining around all of the electrical
wires and then draining onto the floorboard. While I was picking up a rental car, someone in the
rental office said I was the 3rd person this week with that problem and that they had seen this
several times during the past year. They told me the problem was happening with Vues and
Outlooks. I have not mentioned this yet to the service dept, but will when I pick up my car. This
is my 2nd Vue and I never had any problems with the first one. Evidently there is some design
flaw in the '07's and '08's. I have not seen any posts anywhere about this and was surprised
considering the car rental people seemed quite familiar with the problem. You mention that
"Evidently there is some design flaw in the '07's and '08's". I just bought a , and it's early but no
problems yet. Curious why you lump 07 and 08 together, since the 08 appears to be a total
redesign. They have since had a recall. I bought my Vue in November and had to take it in
sometime in January due to the recall for that. They sent postcards in the mail to the owners.
Mine wasn't affected , but I took it in anyhow. All it was is they had to reset something on the
computer. It was causing lights to stay on too long and drain the battery. March I'm so glad I
found this website. I've been having issues with my 04 Vue since the summer. I started my car
one morning and it worked fine. I went out later in the day and it wouldn't start the windows
work, the radio worked. I had it towed to the dealership and they told me an animal chewed all of
the wires in my car. I still don't believe this could happen in a matter of 4 hours. I've brought my
car back to the dealership 4 times. Every time they told me it was a loose wire. It's at the
dealership at the moment for the past 2 weeks and now they are telling me it's a computer
issue. Does anyone have any suggestions or know anything about the lemon law in NJ? I never
saw the wires that the "animal chewed". This is getting ridiculous and I'm ready to tell them to
just keep it. I have contacted a lawyer from PA and they got back to me rather quickly. In PA at
least it's for new and used cars. You can get compensation for your problems, but it's like 10c a
mile in PA and based on the mileage on the vehicle the first time you take it in so it isn't worth
that for me. Mine has been a moisture issue this time 4 times. The inside of the windshield was
freezing over. They've found 2 others with this issue, for different reasons, and are looking to
see if it is one cause this time. I've only been patient because I understand that it doesn't do it
every morning and that they need to reproduce the problem to fix it. One other had a leak in the
cargo area, which I don't, they can't find any leaks, and the other had a heater core leak. Mine is
showing it may have that, but it isn't leaving a puddle, and it's odorless heater core leaks so
they're taking it apart to see if it is leaking just enough to soak the insulation and make it freeze.
This is their last attempt though or I'm lemon lawing it, and I've told them that. Is anyone with an
'08 Vue having problems with the gas gauge? We'll fill it up and by the time we get home, which
is less than. Curious to know if you all out there are having the same problem. We also had an
electrical problem with our passenger rear window. My son rolled it down and it never came
back up. So far, I'm not impressed. I told my wife we should have bought the Subaru Tribeca. I
actually had the same problem with my Vue a few months after I bought it. It was fixed but now
4 years later I'm having issue with that, the spedometer dropping to zero, the steering getting
tight and some lights coming on while I'm driving. I never had any problems until the windshield
started freezing up inside. I finally got it back on the 13th took it in Feb 25th and they had
replaced the heater core. So far so good. The dealer sent my photos and video in to Saturn
engineering and they are looking into it. The dealer, since I started taking mine in, has had 6
new ones on the lot doing the same thing so they are looking into how moisture is getting into it
because nothing but the windshield and back window are wet. Everything else is as dry as a

bone. On another note, they didn't put some parts back together very well, there's a gap in the
plastic piece behind the steering wheel, little gouges in the plastic molding where you step in,
and on the glove box door from them taking it apart. They're replacing these for me. Oh, and
they swear the steering wheel is one piece and they didn't do anything to it, but it can be hard to
turn and it squeaks sometimes now. My thinking is if you took my entire dash, center console,
and seats out, wouldn't you have to do something to the steering wheel to be able to do all that
considering it's part of the dash?? When we got our '08 VUE last August, we noticed the same
problem. It actually cleared itself up after a few thousand miles; now when we fill the tank, the
gauge reads correctly. Wish the mileage was a bit better, though My problem is when Im driving
my engine light comes on and then the power down light I will start loosing power and have to
pull over ASAP. Once I am stopped the car will not move and I have to shut it off and try to turn
it back on and hope that is will work long enough to get off the road and in a safe place. It would
not always happen just sometimes but often. I brought it in 4 times and each time I was told it
was all fixed to get it and it happen again. It worked fine for about 6 months and then started
again. I have contacted corporate 2 times with no real help. I told them I wanted another one and
this was a real safety problem and was told no. I was told I should be happy that they are even
fixing it without charge. I would be happy if it was really fixed. Has anyone had any of these
problems or heard of anything? Please I really need some help. I dont have money to buy
another car and this our only "working" car for my family. My hubby's car is falling apart. I
bought this cause I thought if would be safe. Hi Joni, I've heard of this problem - the reduced
power feature is telling you that there's a problem with the circuit that connects your gas pedal
with the throttle body on the motor. Basically, it goes into reduced power mode as a safety
precaution. There are 3 components to the syetem - the gas pedal, the throttle body and the
throttle position sensor. It works like this: you press the gas pedal, a sensor on the pedal tells
the throttle body how much to move the throttle under the hood and the throttle position sensor
monitors to see that the gas pedal and throttle body agree. When they don't agree the car goes
into reduced power mode as a safety precaution. Chances are one of those 3 components are
not working correctly. Usually its the throttle body or the throttle position sensor that need to be
replaced. If your dealer hasn't replaced these but instead just reset the computer, the problem
will come back just like yours has. My suggestion: try another dealer and explain your problem
to them - now that you understand basically how it works you're better equipped to talk them
into replacing the part that you need - best of luck!! Hope I helped Thanks so much for the info. I
really hope this last time it was in the shop is the last. They replaced the sensors and rewired
everything cause they said the wires where shorting the gas pedal sensor. This last time in
happened they said they had connected the wires with but connectors and they thought that the
wiring was not getting enough power through and so they soddered them. So far does this
sound like I should be ok now? Do you think I should still be worried? I am so freaked out to put
my baby in the car now!! Don't be freaked out One bad connection can be a nightmare on a
specific system I think you're gonna be good.. All the best, John. I have a 06 Vue 3. The issue
that I'm having is with what I believe is second or third gear. At RPMs the engine sounds like it
wants to stall as if I were driving a standard tranny in too high of a gear. Trying to find anyone
else with similar symptoms or any advise Thanks. April Yesterday my battery went died. I got it
jumped. Now the radio will not turn on. The clock will not turn on either. I have the same
problem. Head lights were left on for 4 hours yesterday. I put a charger on the battery. I got the
Vue home but radio is completely dead. I looked in my owner manual and it said the theft
deterrent feature can activate after a power loss. You need to enter the 4 digit code with the key
in the run position and the radio will reactivate to normal. If you don't know the code in my case
you will have to take the Vue in to Saturn to have reactivated. Just what I found out yesterday.
Our Vue has had several problems: 1. Daytime running lights- were intermittent, then failed.
Dealer first replaced battery terminal, seemed to work for a while, then failed. After the Day time
running lights failed, the dash lights went out. I thought we were out of the woods, NO! Can
anyone please help with some advice, fix? They did fix all the parts they didn't put back
together right, for the most part. They replaced the piece behind the steering wheel squeaking
stopped, steering wheel stiffness was better , replaced the moulding where you step in, got the
other gouged places out without replacing anything. Still no clue where the mystery screw came
from. Still had the tapping noise in the engine. Oh, and once I got it back from that my wiper
fluid was leaking again 3rd time. Come to find out that the o-rings are bad on the fluid reservoir
because in the '08 they made the reservoir and neck two pieces instead of one and Saturn sent
a bulletin to the dealers about this because it would cause leaks when full or almost full, but it
would quit when the fluid level was below the o-rings. Sooo they had to replace the reservoir
and all that for me. Rental car 8 or 9 I decided I was fed up with all of this and didn't want to
have problems again in 9 months or so winter in case the freezing wasn't fixed they literally said

"they hope", "they pray", "they think" it was fixed but we wouldn't know until next winter and I
was tired of wondering what is next and would they fix it right or not. Saturn wouldn't take it
back after I invoked the lemon law and my lawyer didn't think I'd win in court, so I got a
settlement. Saturn tried to low-ball me, I asked for more, and got more, though not what I asked
for. My lawyer does this every day and said they don't pay out as much as they used to so that
was a good settlement. I basically got almost all of my five payments back. The Saturn
salesperson herself literally said, "whats the big deal? Got another similar comment out of
someone else there. I later found out the newer production Vues have a different heater core in
them so methinks Saturn may quietly be trying to cover this up so they don't besmirch their
newly redesigned Vue. I took my Vue around to various dealers to see who would give me the
most for an 08 XE V6 with 3, miles on it. I ended up trading for an 09 Subaru Forester at the
dealer I bought the Vue from because the dealer I bought from the Subaru part at least really
worked for me and gave me less than my highest offer for the Vue. I still hate that I had to do
this since I loved it so much before the problems started, but to me it seemed a waste to keep
paying for a vehicle I hoped would not have anymore problems. So far the Forester is getting 22
city and 26 hwy only been on it once on average and it has miles on it. I'm thinking it might get
better as it is broken in since vehicles typically do. I do not want to pay that much and hope to
purchase less expensive kit from Wal-Mart, like a plain generic 4 prong flat plug. I need to know
if anyone has done this and what experience-good and bad you had. I really do not want to cut
into the harness and splice IF I do not need to. I have removed the 2 plastic cargo buckets in the
rear, left and right and have exposed the harness and plugs that are located under them. The
right side has a fuse connected to it. Does this trailer light connection set up need a diode
safety. Larry, I did this myself with my '04 VUE. I did have to splice the wires, since my VUE did
not have a harness connector, but just wire loops to splice into. Overall, the toughest part was
routing the wiring around the cargo bucket. There was no easy place to route the wires through
without drilling through metal. I wound up routing the wire over the lip where the cargo bucket
is installed into and loosely installing the cargo bucket over it. The other thing that I screwed up
was that I left the cargo door open while I was installing it and the battery drained. Hope this
helps a little. The only difference between yesterday and the first time is that the engine light did
not come on this time. The first time they said it was a leak in a seal around a connector and
had received a service bulletin from Saturn headquarters. This time they are keeping it over
night they think it s a connector; also, the air conditioner is pitiful even before the heat wave the
air is tepid. I am beginning to think I have a lemon; I bought the car in January of this year; I
have read some of the posts re computer sensors but just curious if anyone else is having
trouble with an 08 Vue. Thanks in advance. It is the base model so there are no features power
windows, power locks, etc. I have a reoccurring problem where the whole car will power down
and I cannot go more than 10mph. There are 2 indicator lights that come on. I have to pull over
to the side of the road, turn off the car for a minute, and then restart. I have taken it to the
dealership twice already for the problem. First time they replaced the gas pedal assembly to
replace the throttle position sensor. The second time they replaced the emission computer. It
was only 48 hours between the first and second visit. Now it has happened again not even 2
weeks after the last visit. I am taking it to a dealership so I would expect they have access to the
resources to figure this out. Has anyone had a similar problem that has not be solved by the
solutions already mentioned? Thank you for your time. From what I've read, its one of 2 issues:
1 - There are 2 throttle position sensors on the throttle body under the hood, if they don't agree
you'll get the issue you describe. I believe the fix is to replace the throttle body The problem
was fixed by cleaning up the grounds Good Luck, John :shades:. Thanks for the info John. I
took the car to Auto Zone. They will connect the car to the device that reads to troubleshooting
codes for free. The code my car has is P Probable Causes: 1. Poor Electrical Connection. Failled
APP sensor. I am going to continue to investigate before taking it back to the dealer. I want to
present a good case so that this issues is resolved once and for all. We own a VUE -- really nice,
automatic and loaded. We've owned saturns for years, so we love the product. We just have this
one mysterious quirk with our car. We'll be driving down the freeway and the interior lights start
blinking off and on and the door lock automatically start locking and unlocking. I KNOW This
goes on for a long period of time until finally the lights stay on. We stop the car, open and close
all the doors -- this will stop the nightmare in most cases. But, some times the problem is
persistent as heck. Yes, we've taken it to the dealer a few times and they've kept the VUE -- it
won't happen when they have it. They think we're NUTS! Has anyone experienced this? Thank
you for any feedback. I also have the VueBlues. First while on vacation in hot flordia they said it
was out of freon now back home in MN they say nothing is wrong with it. It is a poor excuse for
an air conditioner if that is the case. Saturn customer service is a joke and our dealer even more
of a joke. We think we have a lemon too Good Luck! So I just got my car back from the

dealership on Saturday. Tech found that the engine harness was rubbed and stretched in
several places. The fuse block and the headlamp harness also had several scored spots on
them. If I have any issues, I will be sure to update this thread. I am glad they were able to fix it
because I do really love this car. I'm a tall guy and it is spacious enough for me. This is not the
first Saturn I've owned either. I was happy with my last one too. Brought the car back, they had
it two weeks, picked it up this past Saturday; they replaced one of the four computers, the ECM
- engine control module; took it for a ride of about an hour yesterday and so far so good; this
weekend will be the test, I have another long ride ahead of me and to be perfectly honest, I am
apprehensive; hope this "fix" works; if not, I will invoke the lemon law because the car has been
in three times for the same problem. Good luck with your fix. July Don't bother calling a Priest,
your Vue isn't possessed And you're not going NUTS either It sounds like your body control
module BCM for short is going on the fritz It controls everything that you described and lots of
other stuff too.. I've heard that disconnecting the battery for 30 minutes and reconnecting it can
temporarily cure the problem but the only real fix is to replace the BCM I have an 04 Vue and
what I was told was that the gas cylinder or something like that needed to be replaced and that
it cost Over time I learned that if I don't fill the tank past the first click, you know how the pump
does the clicking when you over fill the tank the guage works fine and that has been at least
year ago if not longer. I also had the radio on to entertain her. Needless to say I needed a jump
to get home. This was when the low battery light began popping on and off. If the car sat for a
period of time it would come on and stay on about the first 5 min of my drive. Once I'd get to my
destination if I began driving again minutes later no light. So we purchased a new battery, which
I thought would end the issue. Unfortunately right after the battery was changed and before we
could leave the parking lot of the parts store the light came right back on. The guy said it might
be a short or fuse related. What information can you provide to us because the next step is the
dealer, we are soon to go to Florida on vacation and we need this issue to be fixed. Thanks in
advance for you support. I have been trying to help an elderly customer of mine with her
nightmare 02 Vue. Headlight switch hot to the point of melting saturn dealer says they have
seen them catch on fire wipers working intermittently during a severe monsoon storm, IP
cluster lights intermittent, fuel gauge rapidly fluctuating, turn signals intermittent operation.
Wow , ,,, Saturn Vue owners are really tough people, I would have given up a long time ago. Any
help with a one time cure all would be nice. I have been a GM and Nissan Tech. I would
appreciate any help I can get. Thanks and waiting, Ken. Hello Ken, I certainly don't have your
qualifications as a mechanic but from what I've read, the symptoms you describe are indicative
of a failing body control module BCM Apparently the earlier Vues are well known for this issue
Update, after taking my car in for diagnostic, it turned out that I mistook the coolant icon for the
battery icon. After adding antifreeze the car was fine. All of my prevoius vehicles were Pontiacs
and I have never had a coolant issue until now since it was always taking care of with my oil
changes. Just sharing information incase someone else makes the same mistake. Before i
traded the vue in the battery was replaced. Then that coolant light came on as well. It did look
like the battery light so you aren't the only one. I too have a "possessed" VUE. However, my
problems occur when it's cold outside. Typically when it gets below freezing the car alarm will
go off and then my doors will remain unlocked this is typically at night. When I get in my car the
next morning, the interior lights will not turn off and the doors will not lock, almost as if it's not
recognizing that the doors are shut. As the car gets warmer, the lights flicker on and off as the
doors lock and unlock. I too have taken my car into the dealership and they cannot recreate the
problem. I am starting my fourth winter with this car and this problem and I am going to leave it
at the dealership for a week because the problem is getting worse. Just to add my two cents on
the issue, as I have just had my BCM replaced The problem went away after a day. Then in
December they began flashing again, this time persisting every time I drove over 30 minutes.
There was no rhyme or reason; they would flash while I was speeding down the highway or
sitting still at a red light. Then all four of my gauges started to dip during the time the lights
were flashing. I never lost power to the engine. I could accelerate while the gauges were zeroed
out. Don't make fun - in for testing and the techs couldn't find any codes from the computer, so
they had me look for a pattern in the flashing and dipping. I had a six hour drive across New
York the next day and still found no pattern. I bought a new battery after Advance Auto said I
had a bad one, since I drive a five-year old vehicle and it seemed like it was probably time to
replace it. This didn't fix the issue. Nothing seemed to cause the issue. I drove her until the
flashing and dipping became more frequent, then I'd pull over for minutes for a break. After the
return trip six hours back home, I had stopped to get an unrelated part from a salvage yard and
when I came back out, Vera wouldn't start. After holding my breath and finally getting her
started again, I was able to wheel into the dealer - without an appointment, even - where they
diagnosed again and hallelujah! Where the running lamps used to only flash twice when I

unlock the vehicle with the keyless remote, they now stay on. And when the doors are open and
I hit the lock button on the inside of the door, she dings. I close the doors and they don't lock
until a few seconds after. Before, they would lock automatically when I'd lock them with the
interior door button. The headlights and interior lights seem brighter, too. I had to get new
remotes because the old ones wouldn't work with the new BCM, so I'm attributing all these new
things to that. What exactly is the BCM? I have recently seen half of my dash not lighting up, but
about minutes later it will be fully illuminated. So I'm not sure if blinking may be next. Just
wanting to be fully educated. My understanding is there are a couple modules that control our
VUEs. The body control module BCM is the brain that takes care of all things dealing with
communication. This communication is both direct - to us, like the dashboard lights - and
indirect - when we click the switch to turn on the wiper blades, the BCM takes that command
and tells the wiper blades to work, so we're not actually turning on the blades. We tell the BCM
to turn on the blades. There's also an engine control module, which I'm not educated on at all
but I assume basically monitors the engine and all things related to the engine and the hamster
that runs in the wheel to propel the engine. Hopefully I never have to find out more about that
one and mine just keeps on running. The issues that I had leading up to the replacement of my
BCM never included what you described, with only some of my dash lighting up. If I were you, I
would continue to monitor your dashboard for patterns. Does it start out only half illuminated all
the time? Does your speed or road condition have anything to do with it? If your engine doesn't
lose power and your vehicle starts on the first try and otherwise operates just fine and you feel
comfortable, maybe it's a loose wire behind your control panel. If you don't feel safe, the
technicians can try to look for codes from your vehicle's computer. Just curious - did they
figure out what your "cold" problem is? I have the EXACT same problem, and took it in several
times to the dealer the first winter - they could not find the problem. I have lived with this for 4
winters now - would LOVE to know that the problem is. Sign In or Register to comment. Saturn
VUE owners have reported problems related to electrical system under the electrical system
category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. I'm getting codes p and p, air bag
not working code on. See all problems of the Saturn VUE. Recently my ignition key can again be
removed without being in the off position. Traction control stays on and transmission engages
then release slipping. Also hybrid system nit working at all never turn off and any stop like a
hybrid. Key every now and would get stuck in the ignition cylinder. Finally it just didnt come
out. No money to buy new key. Had to recover key and in attempting to do so the igntion
cylinder was greatly damaged. Now car starts but immediately shuts off while security light
steady flashes. Its my only form of transportation. It was cause now its just sitting there needing
a whole ignition cylinder and switch maybe. The ignition is fault. The key can be removed when
vehicle is in on position. Tl-the contact owns a Saturn Vue. The contact stated that while driving
at 30 mph, all dashboard warning lights illuminated including the battery warning light.
Simultaneously, the power steering ceased operation temporarily causing the vehicle to swerve.
The contact also stated that while traveling up an incline, the battery warning light flashed and
then went away once back on leveled ground. The contact sent a fax to the vice president of
safety at general motors in regards to the failure; the contact had yet to hear back from anyone
at general motors. The vehicle had not been repaired. The failure mileage was approximately ,
While driving the vehicle, the power steering suddenly goes out, making steering very, very
difficult. It happens more often in cooler weather and usually turning vehicle off and parking for
a little while corrects the problem. Tried to check power steering fluid, was told it is an electric
system. Vehicle hasn't retained correct amount of fuel. Vehicle has electrical and mechanical
issues out of no where. Driver seat has issues that will not allow for the seat to incline but only
recline which happened while driving on city street. I'm scared to drive vehicle and I've only had
it for almost 2 years. The key can be removed from the ignition when the ignition is not in the
"off" position. Electrical system affected. The lights on the dash are sometimes on, sometimes
not on or some of the lights come on but not others. My keys come out of the ignition , I keep
having electrical failures and my pipes keep messing up. Takata recall security light comes on
reduced power while driving all gas and speed gauges are all turned to the right car dosent
move when cut on no power steering wheel gets hard unable to turn or steer this has been
going on for 3 months now. The key will not release from the ignition when the shifter is put in
park. The key stuck in the key lock cylinder and would not turn. All lights stay one in the
vehicle. Takata recall first my ignition started sticking and then my battery would not start my
car now my car wont even turn on because the ignition is stuck on off the key goes in but wont
move. And on my remote when I unlock my doors my hot seat buttons flicker and sometimers
my air bags say there not on. Dashboard fire. The vehicle was stationary for two and half hours
before it was noticed the dashboard was on fire. Tl- the contact owns a Saturn Vue. The contact
stated she enters the key into the ignition, it failed to start the vehicle. The contact stated she

also heard an abnormal noise when driving on rough roads. The vehicle was taken to
independent mechanic, where it was unable to diagnosed the failure. The vehicle was not
diagnosed or repaired as of yet. A dealer was not contacted. The manufacturer had not been
informed of failure. The failure mileage was , When my vehicle is stopped I cannot rotate the
ignition key to the off position. The problem was identified by the dealer as a faulty
transmission park shifter. The car doesn't know what position the shift selector switch is "in"
and doesn't signal the ignition. The windows won't come down with the car started, because the
position of the car is not correct or not recognized. This is a dangerous defect, when you can't
lower your windows or must leave the car running, for fear of auto theft. The other safety
implications are not known as far as driving and can't lower windows or other mishap based on
the unknown transmission selector switch position. There is a bulletin out c, but it didn't cover
my VIN , but I believe the recall or special adjustment should be expanded. Purchased Saturn
Vue redline v6 3. Seems to effect all electronic systems under control of this module, uncertain
of all involved. Assume this would include airbags and other safety features. Sudden and
unexpected loss of power steering leads to potential loss of vehicle control at high speeds.
Internet searches reveal countless encounters by owners to this same issue. During cold
weather especially, initial start up of vehicle in morning or after extended few hours parked,
leads to loss of all electrical power, 3 minutes after start up, electrical system seems
possessed. After, check engine light on, believe code is p Seems to indicate pcm. Also causes
loss of power after driving for period of time. I have personally lost power steering and electrical
power at 65 mph at highway speeds. No speedometer, no anything. Nearly lost control of
vehicle, narrowly avoiding head on collision with cement median divider. Cannot believe there
is no recall! What will this take? Car goes into redused engine power on the highway. Engine
shuts down completely. Pull over shut off car wait and restart car. Sometimes it happenes again
right away sometimes it doesnt happen for months later. Key wont turn in ignition. Bought new
key but problem has continued. Car is off and in park when this happens. While the vehicle is
stationary in parked like mode, when going to start the engine, there is nothing. No clicking, no
sound. Other times it will start but struggle and other times within seconds of the first 2
examples above, it will start right up. Very dangerous. After sitting for awhile, I tried to use the
key fob to unlock the car. It did nothing. I used the key then to unlock the doors and the dome
lights did not work. However, the car started up with the second turn of the key. After driving
home, the key fob worked again along with the dome lights. While driving at several other times,
the radio will shut off and the clock will reset to midnight and the calendar will reset. This will
happen while driving as well as when the engine is first started. This will happen at least once a
week. This has been happening for several months now. I was driving at highway speed about
60 miles per hour stepped down on accelerator a little harder in order to pass somebody and
the throttle stuck wide open engine was racing car was speeding up. I tried to use the brakes
but they were insufficient I shifted the car to neutral pull over and then turn the engine off when
I start it again the problem was gone. I do not wish to drive this car until this is fixed. Car has
lost power on dash lights, radio when our daughter was driving on the freeway or around town
especially when turnin the steering wheel, looses power, and she was forced to get into the
emergency lane. Key gets stuck in ingnition upon starting car intermittently will not start
without jumping the car off or without wiggling the wires on top of the battery connecting to the
brain. We have had the battery replaced. Stabilitract light was on and we had the dealer check it
out they replaced the brake computer module. Radio will cut off, dash lights go off
intermittently. Tl the contact owns a Saturn Vue. While driving various speeds, the vehicle
stalled and lost power. The contact restarted the vehicle and it functioned normally. After
starting the vehicle, the check engine indicator illuminated. While attempting to shift into drive,
the gear failed to comply even though the gear indicator displayed that the vehicle was in drive.
The vehicle was taken to sears auto center where it was diagnosed that there were electrical
failures. The dealer and manufacturer were not notified of the failure. Now this is like the 5th
time I think I have wrote a letter to this company and no one has answered me I've had
problems with my car being parked on a hill and it rolls backwards when no one's inside of it
and other little things thats on the Saturn recall but my car is not on the list. But now I'm having
a problem with my back door not shutting when I shut it it opens unexpectently. In the words of
car talk it's called 1. Transmission case porosity at park pawl 2. Also the interior lights on the
trans stick is out, my warning dash boards light come in for no reason 1st it was oil light which I
received an oil change a month ago and now it's the check engine light, car alarm goes off when
the back door acts up. Now I hope to here from someone soon. I might go to the news cause I
need help and you people not helping so that might make u move faster. But if I die of my car
rolls away and kills one of these kids outside I will sue you people so hard. Waiting for an awser
bye. Fyi ive been having problems with this car since I bought it in Takata recall this afternoon,

the airbag warning light came on and stayed on. I was not moving. Previously, the electrical
system went out and was costly to repair, had to be towed from pittsburgh to cleveland. Over
the past year and half I've had numerous electrical issues. Head lights dimming and flashing at
very high intervals almost like a dim strobe. Radio not turning on. Interior lights not coming on.
Odometer light dims. Random dinging noise. Turn signal not always working or working
sporadically. Front windshield wipers not always coming on and when they do it's sporadic.
Rear windshield not coming on but will after an engine restart. Key stuck in the ignition. Hazard
lights not working when engine is off. All this has happened slowly over the last year and half.
I've replaced the battery twice and have had it in the shop multiple times and they can't find an
issue. Everyone with these problems will tell you that a mechanic can't run a test for the
problem if it's not happening at that time. We also all know too well these problems come and
go very quickly and sometimes temporarily fix themselves with just an engine restart, driving
over a bump which also brings on the issues or shaking the wire harness on top of the battery.
The last few months the problems have gotten worse. The big occurrence came when I was just
two minutes down the road from where I live, I had the Vue not start up or even turn over and
the key was locked in the ignition. I opened up the hood, tapped once on the black box on top of
the battery and the Vue started dinging and was able to turn the vehicle on. I then drove to my
house and the vehicle completely shut off on me and restarted twice within that two min drive. I
lost total power and very limited control of the steering wheel. This issue has been brought up
and complained about hundreds of times on the internet and has yet to be investigated. Please
investigate this electrical issue. My airbag light won't turn off. My dashboard lights won't reset.
The staircase light is on, the oil light, the suspension light. I've had electrical problems since
purchasing the car which now has 99, miles on it. The contact owns a Saturn Vue. The ignition
cylinder was replaced by don nester auto group west houghton lake drive, houghton lake, mi ,
phone: ; however, the repair did not correct the failure. The contact was provided two keys with
the repair, but neither of them unlocked the vehicle doors. The contact was unable to drive the
vehicle for several weeks. The dealer stated that the door locks needed to be replaced. The
manufacturer refused to assist with replacing the door locks. The vehicle was not repaired.
Ignition key falls out while vehicle is running and in gear, driving down the road. Automatic
transmission. Car Problems. Ignition Switch problems. Horn Assembly problems. Ignition
problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Ignition Module problems. Wiring problems. Battery
problems. Instrument Panel problems. So how do you find out what problems are occurring?
Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in
advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. Takata recall security light comes
on reduced power while driving all gas and speed gauges are all turned to the right car dosent
move when cut on no power steering wheel gets hard unable to turn or steer this has been
going on for 3 months now - Harvey, LA, USA. The horn was sounding all the time was
intermittent now on all the time, had to remove the fuse - Pennsauken, NJ, USA. Search
CarComplaints. The contact owns a Saturn Vue. The contact stated that the vehicle stalled while
driving on the interstate. When the failure occurred, all the warning indicators illuminated. The
contact stated that the vehicle operated normally until NHTSA campaign number: 14V electrical
system was remedied. The vehicle was taken to bill buck Chevrolet where it was diagnosed that
the failure could not be replicated. The failure recurred. The manufacturer was not made aware
of the issue and was not able to confirm when the parts were to become available. The failure
mileage was approximately , Air bags light on. Speedometer doesn't work. Power steering hard.
Gave out while driving auto light gone. Service engine light on. Gas needle not working. Key
comes out when car is started. I bought this vehicle used as so far have lost power steering,
gauges speedometer, tachometer, and have been locked in car after parking and couldn't even
use manual locks, car turns itself on when rebooting computer without key in ignition.. Car key
kept getting stuck in ignition. Car will come out while it is on. Car alarm failed no warning. We
replaced battery and now car has no power. When we turn key nothing happens. No lights. No
power at all. The contact stated that the key was difficult to turn in order to start the vehicle.
After several attempts, the vehicle was able to restart. The contact received notification of
NHTSA campaign id number: 14V electrical system and stated that the part was not available to
schedule the recall repair appointment within a reasonable timeframe. The dealer did not give a
specific date for when the part would become available. The manufacturer was contacted and
could not provide an estimated date for when the contact's vehicle would receive the recall
repair. The failure mileage was not available. While driving on the highway at various speeds,
the vehicle stalled without warning and the electrical power failed. The vehicle was able to
restart after being parked for a long time. The vehicle was towed to the contact's residence and
was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The failure

mileage was , My Saturn just stopped cranking battery in key chain went dead and had to
change it. Had the ignition column replaced due to GM recall and today the steering column
started smoking!!!! While driving at 60 mph, the vehicle stalled and jerked when the accelerator
pedal was depressed. The contact was able to restart the vehicle. In addition, the contact stated
that while driving at 20 mph, the contact unintentionally struck the key with her hand and
ejected it out of the ignition while the shift lever was in drive. The vehicle was not diagnosed or
repaired. I received a letter from General Motors regarding my vehicles recall back in September
I have tried numerous times to schedule a fix for this recall. Rice Buick GMC, kingston pike,
knoxville, tn I am told the part for this fix has yet to arrive and I will be called when the part
arrives. It has been months, I believe 4 months is plenty of time to receive parts. I have yet to
receive my call. I am afraid I will have another incident or accident. Any help or advice will be
appreciated. The contact stated that after the vehicle was repaired under NHTSA campaign
number: 14V electrical system , weeks later the steering wheel was emitting smoke. The vehicle
was taken back to the dealer twice where the vehicle was diagnosed, but the results were
unknown. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The
approximate failure mileage was , After the ignition switch was remedied, the air bag and
service vehicle soon warning lights illuminated. Also, the horn would not work. The
manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The contact stated while driving 45 mph, the
vehicle stalled which also caused the brakes to fail as the contact approached a stop sign. As a
result, the contact went through the stop sign and crashed into another vehicle. The air bag
failed to deploy. The contact sustained head injuries that required medical attention. The driver
in the other vehicle also required medical attention for unknown injuries. A police report was
filed. The vehicle was destroyed. The approximate failure mileage was unavailable. Not what
you are looking for? Search for something else:. Worried about potential repair costs? An
extended warranty can provide peace of mind. See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see
vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. To see how frequently Saturn
VUE problems occur, check out our car reliability stats. See most expensive repairs Worried
about potential repair costs? Chart based on 87 repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes
repairs made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include maintenance.
Tires wore uneven, aligment done and tire replacement. Radio replaced not playing cd's. Had to
have it towed to dealership. Computer control body replaced. No speedometer or Tach. Ticking
from vibration above drivers head due to a loose wire- being glued down. Low pressure side,
expansion valve, and tubing were leaking and broken. It had to be replaced, and now it's
working great. They would come on for a day then off. Dealer said original battery was the
problem. New battery installed. Factory installed Remote Starter quit working. Needed auxilary
boost to start. Battery replaced under warranty. Tach stopped working. Code B, Faulty seat belt
buckle assembly. Replaced left front sealt belt pretensioner. Problem ended up being the
actuators that moved the flaps directing air to the different openings. HVAC would switch from
hot to cold and back again without input. GM had issued a TSB but only reflashed the computer
when owner complained. Mechanic tested everything else and determined that it must be a
wiring problem so he suggested taking it to a GM dealership. A broken wire was preventing the
blower from working. This was repaired at the dealer with most of the cost being the labor to
take apart the dashboard to get at the wiring. An after-blower part was installed. Dealer stated
that there were some defective cells within the battery - which is why it would start sometimes,
but require a jump start other times. Not working consistently running when they shouldn't, or
not working when they should. Shows that the car has low pressure all the time. It shorted out
the starter solenoid. Replaced under warranty. Replaced right one while we were at it. Battery
holding box moves out of place. There is a TSB out there about the computer not charging the
battery correctly. Battery would not charge. Vechicle part never came in. The dealer replaced
the wheel sensor from another vehicle on the lot. We needed vechicle fixed because we were
driving on a long trip the next morning. Lights were off when vehicle was picked up, but lights
came on again On closer inspection, dealer found the wiring was poorly routed too close to the
engine pulleys. The wire s had worn through and was shorting intermittently. Dealer moved
wires and spliced to fix. Problem has not come back to date. The wire s had worn through and
were shorting intermittently. It was a faulty door lock mechanism. Fuel tank was not showing
full when tank was full. Replaced both all sending units. Successful repair. CO2 Sensor failed
after Fuel gauge repair Check engine light. Sensor replaced. Problems were severe enough to
warrant complete wiring tracing. Nothing was completed as of this input due to trading this
vehicle in for another exactly like it , Wiring checked out ok. Sometimes requires multiple
attemps. Switch ordered. Not turn signal flash or click inside, outside working. Turned off car
removed key restarted same problem showed service advisor. Once the tech looked at it, later
no problem. While I was driving the signal of the tire pressure started flashing for one minute

and the remained. Week 2 engine light, OnStar diagnostics said no problem, light did not go out,
dealer reset, said loose gas cap. I got a jump and took my car to Merchants tire and Auto. I
purchased a new battery, they did not charge me the environmental fee, because I told them I
was unemployed. A software update repaired the problem. The dealer has no idea how to fix it
so he replaced the radio. FM radio stations would fade out even when within sight less than feet
of transmitting tower. After powering down vehicle and restarting, player once again functioned
and disc ejected without incident. The player has worked ok since. It was determined on a
previous trip the wiper motor was loose and bolts were stripped. Parts ordered and this trip was
to replace part. Either the wipers would engage when there was no rain or the wipers would not
start when driving in rain. Dealership ordered sensor. Dealership replaced sensor, but it did not
resolve the problem with my wipers. Another appointment to research problem with wipers,
service manager decided to try and replace the switch to see if it resolves the problem. Ordered
switch. Switch replaced for wipers, it was determined the electrical wiring in existing switch had
shorts in it, and a new switch was replaced. Removed wiper motor fuse, replaced fuse and
problem disappeared. Dealer could not replicate. Dealer relearned sensors since tire rotation
had occurred. Problem returned after dealer's attempt to repair. Not properly repaired, went
back two more times in a week. First didn't properly program module, then burned seat foam.
So don't get seat heaters repaired when it is warm outside! A software update fixed the
problem. No charge. Also, AC sometimes blew warm. There was a software update that fixed
this problem. Sensors OK. Diagnostic visit only. Repaired at a later date.. Dealer found a service
bulletin about new software for the BMC and installed it. Interior lights began to work
intermittently and metal rod that holds the visor was hot to the touch. See TrueDelta's
information for all Saturn models. Heater core blew out. Tail light would not shut off draining
battery. Several problem Icons lit on instrument cluster. No sound when flashers used but they
did work. Blower moter being replaced due to excessive noise. Alternator locked up, Vue ran on
battery until battery was unable to handle load. AC stopped working. Starter or relay switch not
working. Replaced driver side rear wheel speed sensor. Very random, sensor fixed problem. CD
player quit working. Battery failed. Check engine, airbag, and tire pressure light came on. Seat
belt light came on again unrelated to all previous issues. Air would only blow from the vents no
floor or defrost air flow. HVAC on Auto setting had a mind of its own. Problem with the wiring
behind the center stack for the HVAC blower motor. Faulty battery replacement. Windshield
wiper motor shorted out. Tire pressure sensor has gone bad. Starter was loose, very probably
from when transmission was replaced. Electrical cable coming to the battery got all accidized.
Battery replaced and computer program updated. Rear door would not unlock when cold
outside. CD player in radio not working; new radio ordered. Suddenly the battery is drained.
Driver's power seat was blowing fuse. Rear gate latch will not unlock using key fob or power
lock button, only relocking and unlock works. Rear gate latch will not unlock using key fob or
power lock button. Check engine light, air bag light and low tire pressure lights all on. Tire
pressure sensor. I need to replace the sensor. Drivers Airbag Coil failure due to minor accident.
Airbag light would not shut off. My Battery was dead. The lighted portion of the radio that shows
station, song, etc becomes intermittantly dull and thus not readable. He also broke the door
handle and speaker while doing the repair. Radio: CD player was either skipping or
mercstuff
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would play for a random amount of time and quit. Fuse block in engine compartment severely
corroded, cause check engine faults. Cd in player quit in the middle of a song-would not
eject-fortunately close to dealer when it happened. Cruise control too jerky with transmission;
new software upgrade repaired the problem, although it took a few hours to get the vehicle's
computer to accept it. Wipers were making a "thumping" sound when running. Rain sensing
wipers were no longer sensing the amount of rain on windshield. After "bumping" wiper on,
wiper would not shutdown and stalk control had no effect. TPM sensor shows intermittant
failure. TPS sensors were changed 2 of 4 sensors likely had battery issues due to age. Seat
heater element and control board replaced. The outside temperature thermometer didn't work.
Air would only come from dash vents, no matter where I set the dial. Electrical system shut off
during driving. Driver's side sun visor's wiring problem that almost caught on fire.

